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ItTRODUCTIOl

This dissertation Is an attempt to present a consistent

and systematic account of son* of the various theories of the

triangle and Its circles from the standpol t of modern

geometry end to solve a number of original exercises in

connection with these theorem*.

In the science of geometry the triangle and circle have

always played an 1 portent role. However, a wonderful nd»

vonce has been made in this subject during the latter half of

the Nineteenth Century. That new theorems should hare been

found In recent time la remarkable when we consider that

theoe figures were subjected to close examination by the

areeka and the many geometers who followed then. Recently

developed properties have been added by Stelner, Fenerberg,

Lesoine, Seuberg, Crelle, Jacobl, Hrocerd and a countless

mmber of others.

Crelle (1780.1865) a Oerman mathematician who first dis-

covered the Brocard points said, "It is i~deed wonderful that

so si -pie a figure as the triangle Is so inexhaustible in

prope ties."

This treatise is intended to give Interesting facte

concerning the different circles associated with a triangle.

A complete account would be i possible but some of the recent-

ly developed properties of the triangle and circle will be

BwaaaaawasBSBi



One of the outstanding features of modern geometry as

contrasted with ancient or Euclidean ia that on the whole It

is descriptive rather than metrical. In elementary geometry

the triangle ia considered as a portion of a plane bounded

by three straight lines. In modern geometry the triangle is

considered as a system of three non-eoncurrent Infinite

lines in which the three intersections are taken Into account

or as a system of three points which are not collimear in

which the three atraight lines of connection are taken into

account.

notation

In general the following notation will be used for the

triangle ABC.

,B,C, -vertices of triangle.

A'.B'.C 1 ,- -aid-points of sides.

,P, feet of the altitudes.

0- Centroid.

—-~—-— —orthocentre

-circtt centre

0'-— ——--incentre

I1»^2» I3 exeentrea

X,Y,Z —points of contact of the in-
circle.

X«,T',^' —points of contact of the ex-
circles on BC.CA.AS respect-
ively.



r radius of inscribed circle.

R- —-—radius of circumscribed circle.

r
l> r2» r3 ex-radii.

a,b,c, —-lengths of sides.

a- -_--- —semi perimeter.

X —HBagel point.

K— -—syjsmedian point.

&R-—— radius of nine-point circle.

BEIEF REVIEW OP CIRCLES RELATED TO A TRIAHOLE IH

ELEMEBTARY GEOMETRY AKD TRIOOBOi'.ETRT

In eleaentary geometry are found many facts concerning

the inscribed, circumscribed and escribed circles. To find

the radii of theee circles In terns of the sides of the

triangle furnishes an interesting study.

For r « f(s- a)(s - b)(a-c)
' 8

R * abc

^ats-a) (s-b) (a-c)

r
l

= J8(s-a) (s-o) (s-c)

s-a

r2
-^(a-aHa-bHa^T)

s-b

r
3

" ^O^aMs-b) (a-c)

8-C



Then many theorems are baaed on the relationship

between these circles and the parts of the triangles concern-

ed. A useful theorem in plane geometry states that in any

triangle the product of any two sides is equal to the dia-

meter of the circumscribed circle multiplied by the perpen-

dicular drawn to the third side from the vertex of the

opposite angle, (ab * a Rh)

In trigonometry the sine law may be developed froi the

circumscribed circle and the tangent law from the inscribed

circle.

as 2 R S b = o
aXai sin

Y

a
sin

and tanjjok= r
s -a

tan^fis r
T=b-

tani^f" r
s -c

THE TRIAHOLE AM) ITS CIRCUS FROii THi. STJWDPOIKI

01 HODiBS 8B0METHY
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Pedal or Slmaon Line

If from any point P on the clrcuricircle, perpendiculara

PL, PM, PH are drawn to the sides of a triangle, then LrJH la

a straight line and la called the Pedal or Slrason line.

In Pig. 1, page 7. From P any point on the circumclrcle

perpendiculara PL, PH, PS are drawn to BC, CA, AB res active-

ly-

To Prove* LHH Is a straight line. In the quadrilateral

BLHP, BHP and BLP are right angles.

Than B, L, N, P are concycllc points

and LNP and LBP are supplementary anglea.

/ lso since PHAH are concycllc polnta

angle PM - PAH (measured by one-half arc PH)

angle CAP * LHP (both supplementary to LBP)

How angle CAP and PAH are sup; lementary

Then angle LRP and PHH are supplementary

Therefore LNH Is a straight line.

Antlparallela

In the triangle ABC (Figure 2, page 7) the line JL la

drawn making the angle LJA S ABC.

Then angle ALJ equals ACB.

And LJ Is antlparallel to BC. This term "antiparallel"

la due to i^elbniz.
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An Interesting fact to note is that h, J, C. B, are

coneyclic points aa the opposite nnglea In the quadrilateral

BCJL are supplementary.

Syaiaedian Lines and Syamedian Point

A line drawn through the vertex of a triangle so as to

bisect the antlparallels to the base is called a synmedlan

line. The point of concurrence of the three symnedians Is

called the synswdian point. In 1873 Eraile Lemoine called

attention to this point which since has been referred to as

point de Lemoine in French works; nrcbo's point in Genua

works. In this pr.per the English term synraedian point will

be used and will be indicated by K. Its distances from the

sides of the triangle are proportional to the lengths of the

corresponding sides. In Pig. 3, page 9.

If PQR be the triangle formed by tangents to the circum-

circle at A, B, C then AP, B"), CR, bisect all the anti-

parallels to BC, CA, AB respectively and are concurrent.

First: To Prove: AP, BQ, CR are concurrent.

CP "C AO RA BR

multiplying (PB) (OC) (RA) - (BR)(AQ) (CP)

Therefore AP, BQ, CR are concurrent (Cave's Theorem)

This point of concurrence is the sywaedian point.

Second: To Prove: AP, BQ, CR bisect all antiparallels

to BC, CA, AB.



Draw the antlparallel MP to BC through p

S PH Is parallel to "AP. (angle PMA * BAQ » CBA)

Angle PSB = KAE RBA = SBP

Therefore PC PB

Similarly PH PC How PC PB

Therefore SP • TU. and P Is mid point of US and all antl-

parallels to DC would bo bisected by BO; all antiparallela

to BA would be bisected by CR.

At, BQ, CR ere called symnedian lines.

It is important to note that all antiparallols to 3C

are parallel to tangent at A; all antlparallels to CA are

parallel to tangent at Ej all antiparallols to AB are parallel

to tangent at C.



Fig. 4.

Isogonal Conjugates

If from two points lines are drawn to the sane vertex

of a triangle and these lines make equal angles with the

adjacent sides of the triangle these two points are called

Isogonal conjugates*

Fig. 4, page 12.

In the triangle ABC, the centro Id, and K, the symmedlan

point are found.

To prove K and are isogonal conjugates.

If it can be proven that angle OAB • KAC than K and

will be Isogonal conjugates.

Draw any antlparallel US to BC.
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AX bisects MS In B. Sines triangle* ASK and ABC are

similar

AB> BC » AM: US also AB: BA» AM: Ma.

Then the triangle ABA' la similar to AM*

Therefore angle BAA' ~ MAm or angle OAB KAC making

K and isogonal conjugates.

..xerciae I . Tne isogonal conjugate with regard to an

angle of a triangle of a line through the vertex of that angle

is perpendicular to the Simeon line of the second intersection

of the given line with the circumscribed circle*

In Pig. 5, page 13.

Given the triangle ABC in clrcunscribed circle.

Draw a line AS and find almson line of S which is IJfl.

Then draw AO the isogonal conjugate of AS with regard to

angle A.

Then angle BAQ s SAL

To prove: AQ is perpendicular to Simeon line Ut.

Angle SBC SAC (measured by \ arc CS)

B, B, M, | are eoncyclic points.

Therefore angle SHM SBM

But angle BAQ • SAC ( isogonal conjugates with respect to

angle A.

Then angle SBC BAQ and angle SHM = BAQ

Then sine* SUA is a right angle and angle SUM * BAQ

Therefore HL is perpendicular to AQ.
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2 2 2 2
To Prove: AS 135 « 2 IE * 2 BT when L is aid point

of BC.

Drew AD perpendicular to BC*

Let L be the mid point of BC.

In triangle ABL

2 2 2
jar * ir be - 2 <bd (dl)

In triangle ALC

2 2 2
17 « IT LTT 2 (cl) (dl)

But BL » LC.

Adding equations

2 2 2 2
H" IE »2aT 2BT

also
2 2 2 2

Helc" «2aT * Iff
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Circles

Pedal Circle . The pedal circle of a triangle Is the

circle which circumscribes the pedal or orthocentrlc

triangle.

The pedal triangle of a triangle is formed by connecting

the feet of the perpendiculars from each vertex to the opposite

side of the original triangle.

In Pig. 7 , page 17, DEF Is the pedal or orthocentrlc

triangle.

If a pedal triangle of a point is designated then per-

pendiculars from t'lis point to the sides are drawn and the

lines connecting the feet of these perpendiculars form the

pedal triangle of the point. The pedal triangle of a

triangle is of course the pedal triangle of the orthocentrlc

point. The pedal circle of a point is the circumscribed

circle of the pedal triangle of that point.

Coolldge, gives this interesting theorem, Two isogonally

conjugate points have the same pedal circle^*'.

Exercise II. The llr.ee Joining the clrcumcentre to the

vertices of a triangle are perpendicular to the sides of the

pedal triangle. The pedal triangle is the orthocentrlc

triangle DEF. B11X are concylic points since BEC and CFB are

right angles.

FE is antiparallel to BC



In like nanner

Ob) la antiparallel to AB

FD is antlparallol to AC

The antlparallelo ere parallel to the tangents at A, B

and C.

Since the radius of circumscribed circle Is perpendi-

cular to the tangents then the radius la perpendicular to

each antiparallel.

.'. the lines joining the clrcuncentre to the vortices

of a triangle are perpendicular to the sides of the pedal or

orthocentric triangle*
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Relation between Glreloa Circumscribed and Inscribed to

a Triangle . Two triangles are so related that a triangle can

be Inscribed in one and circumscribed to the other.

To find the relation between their radii.

In Pig. 8, page 20.

Let R be the radius of the circumscribed circle

r be the radius of the inscribed circle

d be the dlatanoe between their centers 0, 0',

Let 00* meet the circumscribed circle in DE.

The inverses of D and h in the inscribed circle are D'

and t« respectively.

Then (0'D«) (0«D) * r2

0«D» = r£_ s r2

0«D ^
Similarly O'l^' • r2^ a y2

0«E Red

Adding 0»D« 0»E» " i£_ *

R-d Red

Dividing through by r2

JL _i_ * i
R-d Red r

Therefore the radii of the circles circumscribed and

inscribed to a triangle are connected by this equation, where

d is the distance of their centres.

JL _1_ 1

R-d n«d r

a o 2
= r (d = R - 2Rr)
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Exorcise III* If the perpendiculars from any point on

the eircumolrele to the sides of • triangle meet the circle

again In Q, H, 3 respectively then AQ, BR, CS ere parallel

to almeon's line of that point.

Figure 9, page 22.

Let P be any point on the circumcirela and draw Its

Simeon line DJ.

To Prove t AQ, BR, CS are parallel to D.J.

BJILP are coneycllc points (Angles BWP and BLP are right

angles )

.

Then angle BPH BLK (both measured by i are BH).

In circumscribed circle: angle BAQ, • BPQ (both measured

by J are BO).

Therefore angle BUI • BAQ

Then AQ is parallel to DJ (exterior Interior-angles are

equal)

How angle QPS • NBL (since B, H, LP are eonoyelie points)

Angle OPS QAS (bote measured by $ are 8)

Angle A8C • ABC (both measured by } ere AC)

Therefore angle A3C • QAS

And 3C 1* parallel to QA (alternate Interior angles are

equal)

Angle W angle 2 angle S » 90° (right angle at P»C)

Angle (1*8) * angle 7 + angle 4 angle S * 180°

(straight angle through C)



Angle (1*2) angle 4 • K)° (right triangle BP1)

Subtracting: angle 7 angle 5 = 90°

Therefore angle & • angle (2 « 3)

Then DJ is parallel to BR (alternate interior angles are

equal)

Therefore AQ, BR, CS are parallel to Simpson's line of

Point P.
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Exercise IV. Show that If by any point on the clrcun-

circle of the triangle ABC and OL be drawn parallel to BC

to meet the clrcui; circle in L, then will LA be perpendicular

to the pedal line of with respect to the triangle.

Figure 10, page 25. '

Draw the pedal line MEN of 0.

To Prove: FL is perpendicular to HEX

Angle rat s HKC ( ezterior>interior angles of OL and BC)

Since OEHB are concycllc point*

angle QBE « angle ONE

Also angle OBi. ALO (measured by £ mre AO)

Then angle WE * ALO

Angle* OHE plus HKC « 90°

Substituting angle AiJO plus FHL • 90°

Therefore angle HFL must equal 90°

and line LA i» perpendicular to pedal line HEM of point

0.
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Inscribed and Escribed Circles . The distances measured

fro-, the vertices of a triangle to the points of tangeney of

the Inscribed and escribed circles on each side o: the

triangle are equal.

In Figure 11, page 27.

To Prove: Bxj » Cx

First prote Bx^ s 5 - c and Cx a - c

Horn Bx, » Bs, * A«j -c

*l Ax
1

S AG CTx AB BZ1

• AC « <*1* AB BX
1

S AC * ab :BC

But *n m A
«l

Therefore e AZ1 2 s

AZj* s

Bow BZjS AZ. - C

Therefore BSj S S - C or Bxj * I - C

How Ay Cy Cx Bx B« : A = AB AC BC

transposing Cx Cy » AB * AC BC - Ay - Bx - Bs -

Cx Cy = AC BC - Bi * ZA)

C* Cy S AC BC - AB

Cx*Cy*bea#c
Cx » Cy

Then 2Cx"2s«2C
Therefore Cx » S - C

Therefore BXj 5 cx
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In a similar proof with the other escribed circles Cy s Ay^

AZ * B^

Hine-polnt Circle . The middle points of the sides of a

triangle, the feet of the altitudes and the points half-way

fro:; the orthooentre to the vertices lie on a circle which

is called the nine-point circle of the triangle. There are

several independent discoverers of this circle. In 1822,

Feuerboch, professor of gymnasium in Erlangen published a

pamphlet In which he arrives at the nine-point circle, and

(2)
proves that it touches the lnclrcle and exclrcles • The

Germans called It Feuerbach's Circle. Feuerbach's theorem

will be discussed later in this thesis.

Figure IS, page 29.

In the triangle ABC, erect the perpendiculars AD, B£,

CF and mark the mid-points of BC, CA, AB to be L, M, K

respectively. STW are the mid-points of HA, KB, HC

respectively.

To Prove: D, L, W, U, K. S, F, H, T are concyclic points

Pass a circle through L, U, a cutting the sides of the

triangle ABC In 0, £, F. Then to prove D, E, F are the

feet of the altitudes.

MX is parallel and equal to | BC

NL is parallel and equal to f. AC

Therefore LCHH is a parallelogram

Angle LHM • LCM (opposite angles of a parallelogram)



Angle CM • UW (easured by § arc IM)

Then angle HDC = HCD

Therefore DCM Is an laoseeles triangle

DM CM MA

Therefore ADL la a right angle and AD Is altitude from

I to BC

In a similar proof BE Is altitude from B to CA

CF Is altitude from C to AB

Therefore the clrele passes through the feet of the

medians and feet of the altitudes which are six of the nine

points.

To Prove: The circle passes through W the mld-polnt of

HC.

H, D, C, E are eoncycllc points (opposite angles supple-

mentary)

Then HW * E¥ • WC • DW

Therefore ETC is an isosceles triangle

In the triangle FOX

Angle WFM • "EM (measured by h are WM)

Also angle TTM « KCM (both equal Wtc)

Therefore FCM is an Isosceles triangle equiangular to

Isosceles triangle EWC

Then angle ETC PIC

angle PRE * FME( sup; lements of equal angles)

Therefore W is on circumference of FSB.



In a similar proof S and T are on the circumference

Therefore this nine-point circle passes through the

feet of the medians, feet of the altitudes and the mid-

points betveen the orthocentre and vertices of the triangle.

Kadiua of Klne-polnt Circle.

Slnoe the Bine-point circle of ABC Is the circumcircle

of L/.'S (Ficure 12, page 29) and the sides of the triangle

IMS are rear actively equal to half the sides of the

triangle ABC, then the radius of the nine-point circle is

one-half the radius of the circumcircle. Consequently in

this dissertation the radius of the nine-point circle will

be denoted by i R.

As the nine-point circle is frequently quoted in relation

to other circles, reference trill be made to this circle

again in this p«per.
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P Circle. There Is another circle much less known

than the nine-point circle but possessing a number of

analogous properties. This circle is inscribed in the

triangle whose vertices are the middle points of the sides

of tho original triangle, and Is called the P circle.

Pig. 13, page 33.

To construct the P circle.

Draw any triangle ABC, calling the mid points DEP. Tn

circle inscribed in DEF is the P circle.

To find the Kagel Point of the triangle ABC.

Connect each vertex with the point of tangency of the

escribed circle to the opposite side. The intersection of

these three lines la the Kagel point. In the figure AX,

BY, CZ aeet in K, the Kagel point.

P la the center of the P circle

0» is the center of inscribed circle.

A',B»,C are mid points of AK, BH, CH.

These terms will be used in pointing out annloglea

between the nine-point circle and the P circle.



Some Interesting Analogies Between the

(3)
Mine-point Circle and P Circle

Hlne-polnt Circle P Circle

1. Circumscribed to the tri-
angle whose vert ice, a .re the
middle points of the sides*

2. Radius one-half that of
olrcu circle.

5. lilne-poirit circle passes
through half-way frora the
orthocei.tre to the vertices
of the triangle.

4. Kine-point circle cuts the
sides of the triangle whore
they meet the corresponding
altitudes.

5. Nine-point circle meets
the lines through the points
mid-way from the orthocentre
to the given vertices parallel
to the corresponding side-
lines where they meet the
perpendicular bisectors of the
given sides.

1. Inscribed in the triangle
whose vertices are the middle
points of the sides.

2. Radius one-half that of
inscribed circle.

0. t circle touches the
sides of the triangle whose
vertices lie half-way between
the Kegel point and the verti-
ces of the given triangle.

4. F circle touches the
sides of the middle point
triangle where they meet the
lines from the Kegel point
to the corresponding vertices
of the given triangle.

5. Touches the sides of the
triangle, whose vertices
are half-way from the Hagel
point to the given vertices,
at the points where each meets
the line from the centre of
the inscribed circle to the
middle point of the corres-
ponding sides of the original
triangle.
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Fenerbach's Theorem. The nine-point circle touches

the lnclrcle and the excircles. This property Is usually

called Feuerbach's Theorem.

Figure 14, page 36.

0« is center and r the radius of Inscribed circle

Q is center and i R the radius of nine-point circle

OQ is the distance between the centers

If it can be proven that the difference of the radii

of the nine-point circle and the inelrcle is equal to the

distanoe between their centers, then the circles touch

internally.

To Prove: Q«Q • § B - r

In the triangle O'OH since Q is mid-point of OH

2 2 2 2
OTO o"»"5 2 0"^ 2 Off Uppolonlust Theorem)

-™2 2 2 2
TFX * TFT5 s 2 TFH i 0¥

2
Substituting these values: TPH S 2 r2- (AH) (HD)

2 2
tnU b r

c. 2Rr

a 2
V& - n - 2 (AH) (HD)

Then 2 r2- (AH) (HD) * R
2- 2Rr «2 ST? rS. (ah) (hd)

Collecting and clearing of fractions

_ 2 o
4 ff»Q s r

z . 4RP . 4r2



Then 20' Q. » R - 2r (extracting square root)

Therefore O'Q » $ R - r and the nine-point circle and

inscribed circle tough Internally.

If it can be proven that the distance between the

centres of the nine-point circle and escribed circle la

equal to the sum of their radii then the nine-point circle

touches the escribed circle externally.

Figure 14, page 36.

Ij_ is the center of the escribed circle tenjent to BC

r^ is the radius of this escribed circle.

To Prove I.Q * 1 H r.

In the triangle IjOH

2 2 2 2
TJIf TjTT « 2 1^5 J c¥ (Appolonius» Theorem)

Subatltuting these Taluesj T7H» 2 r 2- (A ) (HD)

Tp R* 2R r,

W = R2- 2(AH) (HD)

Thro 2 rx
2

-(AH) (HD) « R2» 2Rr
1

= 2 T^frin2-{AE) (HD)

Collecting and simplifying I Q "• i R » r.

In a similar way it la proven that the nine-point

circle touches the other two escribed circles externally.
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Lemolno'a First Circle or the Triplicate Ratio Circle.

If through the symmedlan point K parallels F'KE, D'KF, F'KD

be drawn to the sides of a triangle ABC, the six points

D, D', E, E*, F, F* all lie on a circle whose center o is

the mid-point of KO. This circle is called Lercolne'a First

Circle.

Figure 15, page 59.

To ProTe D, D', E, E», F, F 1 *r« concyclie points.

A FKE» la a parallelogram and Ah bisecta H '

.

Therefore M ' Is antiparallel to BC or IF'.

Since angles FE'E and Fl 'E are supplementary angles

Then F'EE'F are concyclie points

Since DF' Ib antiparallel to CA then angle BF'D = C

Since F'E la parallel to BC then angle E»KF« C

angle BF'D • F'DE' (alternate Interior angles)

Therefore angle F»DE' s E'EF'

Then D lies on circumference passing through F'E'E

Since D'E is antiparallel to Ab then angle D'EC »F«BD

Sine* F'E ia parallel to BC then angle FF'E F'BD

angle ED«F = D'EC (alternate interior angles)

Therefore angle ED'F * FF'E

Then 0' lies on circumference passing through FE'E

Therefore the six points D, D', E, E', F,F' are

concyclie.

To Prove: o is centre of circle.



Let AK intersect n* In 1 then join lo

lo is parallel to AO because 1 Is mid-point of 1 and o

Is Bid-point of KO;

How AO Is perpendicular to FE' because FE' Is parallel

to tangent at A and AO Is perpendicular to tangent at

A.

Therefore lo Is perpendicular to Ft '

.

In a similar proof no and mo are perpendicular to and bisect

the chords D'i. and I'D respectively.

'.therefore o is the center of the circle passing through

the six points*

3lnse DD': Wfi : If* a5 : bs : o
5 this circle has been

called the Triplicate Ratio Circle.

To Prove: DD»: •< «S : bS (Figure 15, page 59)

In the similar triangles (similar because equiangular)

DKD», ID'C and KKE'

DD': D»E = a: b

CE : D'C * at b

KE : HE' s a: b

Multiplying

DD' x CE x KE a
8

: b5

D'K x D«Cx EK»

But CE D'K KE D'C

Therefore D, «: EE' » a3 : b3

In similar triangles



F»KF, KAK« and EKE » ( Siallar because equiangular)

KF: FT' * b: e

FA: AE« * b: e

|*j iCk.' - b: c

Multiplying

KF x FA x EE» = b3 :
«*

FF« X AE» X KE»

But Kt «• FA* KE«

Therefor* EE»« FF» « b3 » e3

A8 DD't EE» • •*« b
S

Therefore DD«:EE«: FF« «
3

: b3 : e3
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Leaoine'3 Second Circle or Cosine Circle . If through

the symmedlan point of a triangle antlparallels to the sides

be drawn they meet the sides in six points which lie on a

circle called Lemoine'e Second Circle. As this circle cuts

on each side of the triangle a segment proportional to the

cosine of the opposite angle, it has also been called a

Cosine Circle.

Figure 16, page 45.

Draw the antlparallels, f, e», d«e and df«, through K

the syamedlan point.

To Prove: d, d», e, e', f, f are conoyellc points.

Since K is tie ajnsmedlan point, it la the mid-point of

the antlparallels.

Then Kf ' * Kd

In the triangle f'Kf

angle Kff» = C (f'd is antlparallel to CA)

angle Kff» = C (fe« la entlparnllel to BC)

Therefore Kf ' - Kf

Then Kf ' » Kf * Kd

In a siailar proof

Ke» • Ke « Kf

Kd' Kd » Kf

Therefore a circle with radius Kf • and center at K

passes through the six points d, d', e, e', f, f.



Fig. 17.



Brocard Circle * a. Brocard Points, b. Brocard

Angles, c. Brocard Circle, d. Brocard »s First Triangle.

a. Brocard Points. In the triangle ABC (Figure 17,

page 45) if a circle be described tangent to AB at A and

passing through C, and AR be the chord parallel to BC, the*

BR meets the circle again in a point A. This point is called

the positive Brocard point.

Then If a circle be described tangent to AC at A and

passing through B and R»A be the chord parallel to BC then

R»C cuts the circle again inO.', This point is called the

negative Brocard point.

b. Brocard Angles. In the triangle- ABC

angle HAB sjiCA nRA (measured by $ arc/LA)

angle/iRA =fl3C (alternate-interior angles)

ThereforeaAB« XI BC « D.CA

Eaeh of these angles is c lied the Brocard angle of the

triangle and is denoted by to

low using the negative Brocard point

angle n f CB • flR 1A (alternate- Interior angles)

angle fl »B/ » fl»".C * *R'A(measured by § are Ail*)

Therefore jVCB »fL»AC s A lift = oo»

In the quadrilateral P*BCR, BC is parallel to R»R

angle ARC • BAC (measured by | arc AC)

angle BR«A s BAC (measured by & arc BA)

Then angle ARC * BR*A and R'BCR la an isosceles trape-



sold. Then triangle WC » BKC

Therefore angle .a »CB » _n.BC or oj w
Ther..aimd JV« ar laogonal conjugatee aa they are

equally lnolined to the sldea of the triangle ABC.

It would perhapa te interesting to notice tit* position

of the Brooard angles with roapeot to tlte aides of the

triangle without the co- fusing llneu figure needed in

rig* 18. Positive Broeard Anglea.

Fig. 19* Negative Broeard Ancles.
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Fig. 20. Brocard Circle.



the original construction and proof of the equality of the

Brocard angles*

Unfortunately, the names of geometricians which have

been attached to certain notable points, lines, angles and

circles are not always the men who first discovered their

properties. Celleand Jacob! first studied the remarkable

facts concerning the Brocard points and Brocard angles.

However, the Brocard circle which will be discussed next is

Brocard' 8 own creation.

c. Brocard Circle (Figure 20, page 48).

The circle described upon OK as a diameter passes

through the Brocard points and is called the Brocard Circle.

d. Let x be the intersection of BH-end CO.'

y be the intersection of A-fl-', and C H-

z be the intersection of Bfl.', and Aft-

then the triangle xyz is called Brocards first triangle

and the vertices are on Brocard' s circle.

It shall next be proven that the Brocard circle passes

through seven notable points.
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Brocard Circle.

The Brocard circle paste a through the Brocard points

Hand fl» and the three points of Intersection of Afl, B-n.,

CO , with B A', CQ' ( An« respectively, also angle II OK '»

jx'oK » 2 u>

Figure 21, page 50.

Draw the Triplicate Ratio Circle through D, D«, E, E»,

r, f«.

Also locate K, the sraraedian point, n and n.', the

Brocard points.

Join An , BQ. , cfl.

Angle DFF»» Dii'F*

DB'i ' m <*> since K is the Brocard point of the

triangle D»E'F»

to = ilAB since A Is positive

Brocard point of the triangle ABC

A a is parallel to FD.

Similarly Bfl Is parallel to DE

Cnis parallel to EF

Then parallels to D«E«, EtjM F*D« through A,B,C will

pass through XI ».

Let Bfl meet F'E in x Join Cx

Then F»K « BD » xE » XK KB

F«X • KB • D»C

Therefore F'X » KE • D«C and F»X is parallel to D'C



Therefore CX la parallel to D'P and CX passe* through

Similarly

Cfx , AQ-» me-st In T on D«y

Aaf BA» meet In L on DE»

;sinoe angle XBC »mM XCB

Therefor© XB « XC

Then XA* the perpendicular to BC bisects BC and passes

through 0.

Therefore OXX la a right angle.

Therefore the Brocard Circle paases through X and In

like manner through Y and Z.

In quadrilateral Yii; 0:

Since |« 0, Y, arc on the circle, If It could be proven

that angle Z dt la a supplement of angle I OY then a. would

be on the circle.

Angle Yazs AaC

AH.C la aupplement of A because Xi CA - w and XI AP s <*>

low angle 0LC» plus angle B'OC 90 degrees

angle A plus angle B'LA * 90 degrees

angle 0LC» angle B'lWl (vertical angles)

Therefore angle A • angle B'OC

Then AttC Is supplement of B'OC'

but angle AftC » angle THZ

Therefore YX1Z is sup, lemont of B'OC



There*ore n. la on the Brocard circle and In like

XI' la proren to be on circle.

Finally aince o la center of circle

angleiloK ZSlZK * 2 fl/.B 2w

angle A'oK = 2ilXK « 2 w





Taylor Circle.

Figure 22, page 54.

In the triangle ABC drew DEF the orthocor.trlc triangle

and find a, b, o, the middle points of the sldea Of the

triangle D-F.

Then If

be neat CA, AB In Y»Z respectively

oa aeet AB, BC In »X respectively

ab meet BC, CA la X*T respectively

the aix points X, X*. T, T«, %, ,.« will lie on a circle

oelled the Taylor Circle, whose ©enter coincides with the

lneenter of the triangle abc.

lew the sides of the orthocantrlc triangle are alwa;

antlparollel to the sides of the original triangle*

Since FD la antlparallel to CA, angle DFX C

Sine* . Y« Is parallel to F£ and FB la antlparallel to

fc

Then I Y» Is antlparallel to DC, an^le Y».F C

Therefore :bF la an lsosoelea triangle and b? bF

In like Banner tut' a bD

Therefore the circle on FD as disaster and bF as radius

passes through z and X*.

Since x»D FZ are conolyellc points ZX« Is antlparallel

to FD

ZX« la antlparallel to UP (xz» being parallel to FD)



Therefore : , ', x, I' are concyclic points,

In • similar proof z'Y is parallel to BC

Angle Z'YX» » YX»X (alternate-Interior angles)

Sinoe YX« is antiparallel to AB (angle YX'X « A)

Since Z»X is antiparallel to CA (angle X«XZ A)

Therefore Y lies on the circle through X'XZ'

In a similar proof Y' la on the circumference passing

through X, X', Y, Z, '.

Therefore the Taylor Circle passes through the six

points X, X', Y, Y», tt ..'.

To Prove: T, the center of the Taylor circle is ala

the incenter of the triangle aba*

Sinoe b.; - bx' the perpendicular to ZX' through its

middle point bisects the angle abc and passes tijraugh the

incenter of the triangle abc. Then the perpendicular

bisector of XY' will pass through the center of the Taylor

Circle and elso bisect the angle ben (since XC * Y'C).

Finally the perpendicular bisector of Z»Y bisects the ar

bac (since M* • aY) and passes through the incenter of the

triangle abc.

Therefore T the center of the Taylor Circle 13 also the

lnoenter of the triangle abc.
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Tucker Circles*

If K be the symmedian point of the triangle ABC and

points A*B*C' are taken on KA, KB, KC ao that

K&»j KA * KB»: KB » KC» t KC » & or any constant ratio

Then if B*C * meet GA, AB in Ti » respectirely

CU» meet AB, BC In ZX» respectively

A*B« meet BC, CA in XY* reapeotively

the points X, X*, Y, Y», Z, g* lie on a circle whose

center bisects the line joining the circuocentrea of ABC,

A»B*C I . This circle is called the Tucker Circle*

Figure 23, page 57»

A*B» Is parallel to AB and A»C« is parallel to AC

Them AZA*Y* Is a parallelogram and ZY« and AA« bisect

each other.

Sine* A ••» Is a syramedlan line 2Y» is sntiparaliel

BC and parallel to the tangent to the circumcircle at A»

The triangle ABC is similar to triangle A»B»C*( sides

parallel).

The triangles ABC and X«B»C* are similarly situated

with respect to K so the tangents to the clrcumcircles at

A and A*, B and B», C and C* must be parallel*

If and 0* are the circumcentres the perpendicular

bisector to ZY» is parallel to AO and A»0* and passes through

the mid point of 00',

Similarly the perpendiculars to XZ* and YX* through



their middle points pass through o.

How to prove X, X', Y, Y», re eonoyclic points.

Since :.Y» Is antlparallel to BC or Z»Y, Z, ::», Y, Y«

are eonoyclic points.

Since 1*1 Is antlparallel to AC angle Bz'X » C

Also since Z»Y Is parallel to BC angle Y«YJ « C

Angle B: '; = <XY« (alternate-Interior angles)

Then angle Z»XY» » i'Tf*

Therefore X Is on the c ircunfercnce of Z 1
, Y», Y.

In a similar proof X' la on the sans circumference.

Therefore the one of the Tucker circles passes through

XX' YY» ZZ«. By changing the constant ratio other Tucker

circles could be found with the center always the mid-

point of 00'.

The eircuracircle, Lemoin's first circle, Lezaoine's

Second circle and Taylor circles arc particular cases of

Tucker circles.

As the ratio KA': KA changes, the locus of the centre

of the Tucker circle is the line OK. Then KA»: KA » 1

Then A'B'C coincides with A,B,C respectively, and the

Tucker circle becomes the circumscribed circle*

1BHB KA'j KA « A'^'C coincide with K and the

circle becomes Lemolne's First Circle or the Triplicate

ratio Circle.

When Ka'j KA - -l the Tucker circle becomes the cosine



circle for the middle point of aa» will coincide with K

and the antlparallels ZY», YX«, XZ« will all pass through K

since ZY» bisects AA», Z'X bisects BB« and X«T blsecta CC.

The Taylor Circle la aleo a Tucker circle for in

Figure 22, page 54, it was proven Y^», ZX», XT' are parallel

to BC, CA, AB respectively. If t.iey are produced to meet

In A'B'C then BB« la a diagonal of the parallelogram BXBn

«

and therefore blaeota Z«I, which 1* antiparallel to CA f

Therefore BB' la a symmedian and passes through K.

Similarly AA' and CC» paaa through K and by parallels

Then KA«» KA = KB': KB • KC«: KC whleh Is the criterion

of the Tusker circle.





Poles and Polar a of a Triangle with Respect to a Circle.

To find the polar of a given point with reapeet to a

circle*

Figure 24, page 61*

(a) If from a point, D, without a circle, two tangents

be drawn, the line UV paasing through the points of contact

is the polar of the given line*

OV is perpendicular to OD

Then triangle ouc is similar to ODU

OD: OU » 00s 0C
2

Therefore 0? » 0C OD

Bum AB is divided harmonically in the points C and D

and UV Is the polar of D.

(b) To find the polar by another method-.

Figure 25, page 61 ;

Pro the point D, without the circle,

Draw two secants DE and DF

Draw the diagonals of quadrilateral formed by these 4

points of intersection

Then draw 0V through the Intersection of the diagonals

and through the intersection of the two sides of the

quadrilateral (not the secants) produced, rhere OT cuts

the line OD is C the harmonic of conjugate of D. By

same proof as in (a) UV is polar of D*.
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Fig. 26



The Polar Circle.

If a triangle be such that each side la the polar of

the opposite vertex with respect to a given circle, the

triangle is said to be self-polar or self-conjugate with

respect to the circle; and the circle is said to be polar

with respect to the triangle.

theorem concerning self-Conjugate Triangle.

If two sides of a triangle are the polars of the

opposite vertices with respect to a circle, the third side

is the polar of the opposite vertex with respect to the sen

circle.

Figure 26, page .33.

A is the pole of BC

B is the pole of AC

Therefore C Is the pole of AB

It Is also true t::at the altitudes of a self-reciprocal

triangle pass through the centre of the polar circle, that

Is the centre of a circle, polar with respect to a given

triangle is the orthocentre of the triangle*



Pig. 27.



a., The centre of the circle to whioh a given triangle

is self-conjugate Is at the orthocentre of the triangle,

and its radius la a mean proportional between HA and HD.

Figure 27, page 65.

Since the centre of the circle lie a In the line through

the pole perpendicular to the polar, the centre of the

circle to which the triangle ABC ia aelf-conjugate must be

H,. aince A ia inverse of D 2
HP (HA) (HD)

Therefore the radlua ia a mean proportional between

Ha and HD.

b. The clroumcirele of a triangle, the nine-point

circle and the circle to which the triangle la .elf-conjugate

are so-axal.

In a system of intersecting oo-axal circle*, the eirelea
all have the sane common chord.

To Prove, then that the clroumcirele, nine point circle

and the circle to which the triangle Is self-conjugate are

the same common chord.

In Figure 27, page 65.

Given the triangle ABC with its polar circle, center H;

its nine-point circle, center Q, the circumscribed circle,
center 0.

To Prove* The circles are co-ejtal.

Let P be one of the point, of intersection of the cir-

sle



cumclrcle and the polcr circle

Q Is the mid-point of Oli (oojitor of nine-point circle)

In the trler.gle HPO

2 2 2 2
TE * TCI =275 * i ol

2 g
Uo» W * (HA) {ml and TO = F

2

iiubstitutlng
2 2

(HA) (HD) «B8 :2ll5tlI
2

How 3S • R2 2 (HA) (HD)
2

Then (HA) (HD) • R2 2 TO « i It
2

(HA) (HD)

Collecting and clearing of fractions

4 TO R2

PQ i R

Therefore P is on circumference of nine-point circle

with center <J«

The same proof holds for P*

Therefore P? ' is a common chord of the three circles

and they are eo-axal.



Exercise V. Prove that the radical axis of the inclrcle

and one excircle bisects one side of the triangle.

Olven: Triangle < J with Inscribed circle Q» and

escribed circle I,| 0, I, the line of centers) RS the

radical axis cutting the Vie BC In T«

To Prove I BT » TC

R* II (Tangents from any point on radical axis to

circles are equal).

tX t CI (Points of taneeney of escribed and Inscribed

circles are equidistant from the two vertices of the

triangle on the lnoluded side)

Adding TX BX » TY CY.

Therefore BT » TC
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Fuhrmann^s Circle*

The circle on the sequent from the Hagel point to the

orthocentre as diameter passes through those three points

on the altitudes whose dlstanoes from the corresponding

vertices are equal to the diameter of the inscribed circle.

This circle is called Puhrmann's circle.

Pig. 28.
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Fig. 28.



.r Line of Triangle.

The eircuiacentre, eentroid, orthocentre and nine-point

centre of a triangle lie on a straight line called the

2uler line of a triangle*

In Figure 28, page 69,locate the cirowaoentre 0* and

the controid tt Then produce 0G to a point H so that 00 *

h OH*

To Proves H is the orthocentre

Produce the join of AH to meet EC in S

Since A'O • i GA Then AUJ * 00

OA OH

Angle AOH * 00A» (vertical angles)

Therefore the triangle A*0G is similar to the trial

ACE (Two sides including equal angles are proportional)

Then 0A» is parallel to AD (alternate-interior angles

are equal)

Slnee OA* is perpendicular to BC then

AD is perpendicular to BC

Similarly CH is perpendicular to AB.

Therefore H is the orthocentre*

Now A'D is a chord of the nine-point circle

The perpendicular bisector of A»D would pass through

the centre of the nine-point circle and also through the

mid-point of OH.

C*P ia also a chord in the nine-point circle and the



perpendicular bisector of C'P would also pass through. tha

centre of the nine-point circle and the mid-point of OB.

Then the mid-point Q of OB is the centre of the nine-point

circle. Therefore 0, 0, Q, H oil lie on the Euler Una Is

a triangle.





Steinera Joint and Tarry'a Point.

The linea through the vertices of a triangle parallel

to the corresponding side-lines of Brocard's first triangle

are concurrent on the circumscribed circle. This point of

concurrence is called Stelner's Point. That diametrically

opposite is Tarry* a Point (6).

To locate Stelner's Point and also Tarry'a Point on a

circumscribed circle.

Given: The triangle ABC with the circumscribed circle.

Draw the circle touchir.3 AB at A and passing through C,

Draw the line AH parallel to BC. Then the line BR cuts the

circle In the positive Broeard point CI .

Then draw the circle touching AC at A# Construct the

line R'A parallel to BC. Then the line CR» cuts tliis circle

in the negative Broeard point n 1
.

Denote the intersections of Mi, B,l, Cu, with B_u»,

Cn'.Aa' by x> Tf s respectively. Then acyx is called the

first Broeard triangle.

How through the vertices A, B, C draw lines parallel to

x*. yx, y« respectively. Theae lines are concurrent In a

point S of the circumscribed circle which is called Stelner's

Point. The Point T diametrically opposite is called Terry's

Point.



..xercise YJ.

a. That is the result of Inverting a triangle with

respect to Its inclrcle?

b. "hat Is the result of Inverting a triangle rlth

respect to Its circumcircle?

c. niat is the result of Inverting a triangle with

respect to its esc: ibed circle?

ISVKRTXX0 A TRIASOLE

(a) '"1th respect to its inclrcle.

Given: The triangle ABC and the inscribed circle with

center 0». Aa the Inscribed circle is the circle of inversion

0' is the cantor of Inversion. (Figure 31, page 75).

To Invert the side of the triangle CA. Let b be any

point on CA-. Then draw tar.sents from b to the circle of

inversion* The line joining the points of tangency cuts

the Join of O'b in the inverse of b which Is designated by

b'. The point S of course inverts into itself. The point

at infinity inverts into the center of inversion. Then the

inverse of all points on CA lie on the olrcu-iference CMC'S.

In liko manner the Inverse of any point a on 3C is a'

on the circle B'RO'.

Consequently the side BC inverts into the circumference

B'RO'.

iilarly the side AB inverts into the circle C'TQ. It



is cleerly seen that any line not passing through the center

of Inversion Inverts Into a circle passing through the

center of inversion.

It Is Interesting to note

A* the aides CA and BC Intersect lr. C,

So the Inverses of these sides Intersect In C»

As the sides IM and BC intersect In B,

So the Inverses of these sides intersect In B*

As the sides CA and AE Intersect In A,

.o tho inverses of these sides Intersect in A*.

Thus the through sides of a triangle inverted with

respect to the inscribed circle Invert into three circles

passing through the center of inversion and tan&ent to the

sides of the triangle.

(b) Inverting a triangle it:: inspect to its circus*,

scribed circle.

Given the triangle ..BC rith circumscribed circle, center

0. By the same methods used for (a) in (Figure 31, pa^e 73).

The sides of the triangle 'BC are inverted with respect to

as the center of inversion (Figure 32, ptgo 79).

Consequently the side A inverts into the circle OCA

the side AB inverts into the circle BOC*

the side BC inverts into the circle BOC.

The side M which is in the circle of inversion will

invert into the circumference CB'A outside of the circle of
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inversion.

The part of CA extend* outside of the circle of

Inversion will Invert into the circumference AOC with 1b

the circle of inversion.

Thus, the three sides of a triangle inverted with

respect to the circumscribed circle invert Into three

circles passing through the center of inversion and inter-

secting the circle of inversion in the vertices of the

triangle.

(c) Inverting a Triangle with respect to »n escribed

circle.

Given the triangle ABC with escribed circle tangent

to BC and center I (Figure 33, page 80 '*

By methods of inversion explained on page 75.

Side AB inverts into circumference I*A'B*

Side BC inverts Into circumference IC'13*

Side CA inverts into circumference IC'A'

Thus the three sides of a triangle inverted with

respect to an escribed circle invert Into three circles

tangent to one side and to the other two sides produced.

These circles pass through the center of this escribed

circle of Inversion!
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Fig. 33.
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